
Sermon:  Oscar Night: Jesus Lifetime Achievement Award” April 28th, 2019 PUC 

 

I have this daydream,  

a reoccurring fantasy of being at a religious gala. But not any ordinary interfaith 

gathering held in a local church or the such.  This one has red carpet, paparazzi, the 

works.   I imagine Julian of Norwich, the Middle-aged mystic decked out in Armani, I 

see the Buddha getting out of a limo, and in the corner Joan Rivers is standing aghast 

that our very own Margaret Fuller has showed up with the baby-faced Thoreau.   

 

And I am there too. I imagine myself giving The Church Father Origin one of those 

hip/urban hugs and thanking him for being so brave “back in the day.”   In this 

daydream I have been invited to present Jesus with a “life-time” achievement award. 

 

It’s a nice fantasy: I get to feel both important, and from the safety of the twenty-first century I 

can align myself with the history of soulful heretics. 

 

I like this day dream.   

 

But the more I linger over it, the more I don’t want to waste this opportunity.  I want this 

moment to be meaningful. 

 

Before the millions watching, I want to raise questions before our primarily Christian 

nation, way too infrequently asked.  Questions like “Just how did Christianity get so 

conservative when it’s hero was such a revolutionary?”    

We all likely know a little bit about the story of the account of how Jesus gets turned 

into the Roman authorities in the garden of Gethsemane.  What I want to raise up are 

some questions of how Jesus got turned into a tool of the Authority?”   

 

What began as a wistful Easter time thought, has come to feel like an epic moment to challenge 

our nation.   

This is a daydream that could have some teeth. 

 

I want to on a glitzy stage like the Oscars, perfect tux on respectfully raise the question 

of how did humanity so consistently mistake Jesus as an expression of the Universe’s 

divine stream, for its source?” 

 

I think about poignantly pounding the podium and saying that it’s “bad theology” for 

us to give Jesus or his Father all the credit when something good happens, and yet 

have everything be our fault when things go wrong.   

 

I want to think Jesus who I begin to imagine is there, flowing locks tussled just 

perfectly by the stylist’s backstage, would nod in agreement, but a part of me wonders 

if the church boy that still streams a little through my veins would dare say it.  

 



I want to use my fifteen minutes of self- appointed fame to give voice to the struggle 

of all our UU forbearers.  The Donatist’s, the Pelagian’s, the Arian’s, and the legacy of 

our Socinian brothers and sisters who were all so courageous and then silenced. 

 

It’s a rare occasion.  I know the world watches these American Tribute shows and I 

know I can’t waste the opportunity.  

 

I want to capture and honor the anxiety of a former Methodist Theology Professor of 

mine.  A woman who confided that she spent half the week elated by her role passing 

down the Christian tradition, the other half depressed by her support for a Church that 

locks up truth in tight packages.   

 

I want to say something that will heal the many who have painful memories of the 

church’s history of hypocrisy and oppression. 

 

And, I want to use this moment to speak to those (many within my own UU tradition), 

who in leaving their Christian roots behind them, have lost a trusted friend that they 

have yet to replace or even mourn. 

 

I want to remind the audience that despite all the corruption from the likes of Calvin, 

Jonathan Edwards, the Falwell/ Robertson crowd, and those who wish to be 

homophobic and racist in Christ’s name—that Jesus remains a real gem of an icon. 

 

Knowing that I am going to be on stage at something resembling the Oscars, washing 

over me is a cocktail of love and prophetic righteousness, and fear.   

 

I want to be sure to say that even though many of my UU brothers and sisters out 

there, may feel relegated to stand at the back of the line of Jesus admirers, they might 

stop being so trapped by the Jesus they don’t believe in- to forget to stand up and 

redeem the Jesus that they are moved by.  

 

I feel a gut need to walk the line between being like Jesus being prophetic, and doing 

my assigned job of simply paying him tribute.  

I want to use humor without being offensive or cheapen the message.  My short speech 

is coming together in my head as part roast, part long overdue eulogy for a guy who 

lost his life at about 30.  Jesus was stripped of his life at thirty. 

 

Finally, the big night arrives and Jesus, my hero, is sitting right in next to me in a front 

row seat next to Peter, Mary Magdalene, Paul, and others. 

 

 I imagine beginning by looking over at Jesus and trying to come up with something 

funny, to help break the ice, and help me relax.   

 

I say,  



Jesus, you are the only friend I have big enough to have both a major religion and a 

swear word named after you.   And then follow by looking at him and saying, oh how 

surprising, another old Jew here at a Hollywood award show.  

 

Or maybe I begin with, look at this friend of ours, a person born in the middle east 

almost 2000 years ago, and yet in all your press photos he looks so young, so… 

Northern European. 

 

But then I want to get serious.  I imagine myself pausing to say: Although I appreciate 

all the nice things John and Aquinas had to say, (pointing in his direction) we have 

before us today a man who experienced and delivered so much joy that it is 

understandable that so many in this panel would confuse him as the source of their 

delight.  

 

(Looking directly at Jesus) 

You were so impressive that they granted you a virgin birth, and yet to me it was not 

your birth that transformed the world, but your life.   

(that line I think might choke me up)  

 

For me, beyond all the glitz and glamour of tonight, and the way you have been 

portrayed in your press packets, the Gospels, and on the big screen lately the key to 

properly remembering my friend is to bear in mind that your goal in life was to bring 

good news to the poor, to heal the brokenhearted, and to make the blind see.  

 

Although we have always gotten you via your admirers, I have always found in you a 

friend, a model, and an ally in the very simple struggle to challenge what I accept 

about my own limitations, and about the social blindness of my age. 

 

You truly are, as famous LA Unitarian Rev. Stephen Fritchman said, “a man [who] by 

precept and example gave the most disenfranchised a sense of their own dignity, and 

in doing so showed us the near infinite potential of human existence.” 

 

I love what Fritchman said, because it is true. 

 

Jesus, you are thought of as apocalyptic because you are expected to return in a rush of 

power that ushers in the end times- but the true meaning of the word apocalyptic, and 

like it your real gift, is to lay bare… to expose what is true. Thanks for that.  

 

You are one of the rare people the world has known who gained their power because  

you gave it all away.   

 

And because you, you are the only central figure of any major religion who was 

executed.   

 

Think about that everyone.  You sitting here. You at home.  Jesus, just like the rest of 

us here have been or will be- got stripped of all your ego, by the world. 



 

My friend, turning to him next to me, that is most of what I love about you. 

 

See, of all the miracles we have heard about, the moment in your lifetime of 

achievements that most impressed me was the night in Gethsemane when faced with 

the biggest challenge of your life, you were human enough to beg that your burden be 

taken away, and courageous enough to face what seemed essential.    

That still inspires me. 

 

And, isn’t that really in our imperfect lives, all anyone can ask of themselves? 

I think so. 

 

Each time I hear the Gethsemane story, no offense to the writer of the gospel of John; 

no offence to St. Paul, or any others who see you more like a friendly powerful ghost,  

 

when I stop to remember your story, I face the bold truth that there is no mystical 

solution …that to be fully human I must accept the suffering of the world and my life, 

head held high. 

 

Jesus, watching the small fragments of your life that others have passed down to us, I 

don’t get all the truth, solace, or comfort I ever need, but I do learn that the path to 

strength, and I suppose to something resembling salvation or enlightenment is not to 

be found in fancy words of wisdom, following purity laws, or Titles like minister.   

 

To me, you said in word and deed that the very key to life is to see my existence 

broadly enough so that I am not different from my neighbor. 

 

No offense to you Paris Hilton, should you still be invited to these type of gatherings, 

(pointing out to the crowd) but to me “That’s Hot” 

 

Remembering your call that is it even possible for me to avoid completely retreating to 

false comforts of this world, but to try to live joyfully with the full pain, misery, and 

injustice of the world still matters to me. 

 

At this time in humanities life, Jesus, you remind me to be the kind of warrior that 

doesn’t make the news.  

You remind me to first be a soldier and hero of our own character.   

 

Watching you reminds me that the first act of heroism is the covert act of quietly and 

lovingly performing reconnaissance on the shadowy places of our own hearts. 

 

Maybe I get you wrong. 

Maybe, as many, many, many have suggested that your power is more cosmic than 

rooted in character.  I don’t know,  

But to me, in this age, we and I know a lot about the damage we are doing to the 

environment, the starving children, the land-mines, the economic inequality, etc.  



And, for me, you (looking to Jesus) are an important line of defense that I continue to 

care, that I continue to act on what I care about. 

 

As Ralph Waldo Emerson, the very person who as much as anyone dragged my fellow 

Unitarians away from the Christian tradition said, (your) life remains the best 

document of the power of character we have. 

 

From you I learned that spirituality is not about being taken up to the top of the 

mountain, but living with the full impact of the situation.  

 

Being in a relationship with you gives me more courage to make my own life.  

 

You’re the best chance I have of molding my despair into action and of mustering up 

the energy to make earth heaven. 

 

You taught me that a life well lived will not guarantee me comfort, but will call me to 

joy, grief, and a great purpose that burns at the core of my being.   

 

And maybe for all of us here tonight, here in a world unmistakably fractured, the 

future depends on our ability to face trouble without getting lost in self-delusion. 

  

You, my dear friend, may not be my only religious confidant anymore- but you are my oldest. 

Congratulations on your lifetime achievement award.           

AMEN 

 


